Faculty News

- In a recent El Universal op-ed, SPGS professor Magda Hinojosa shares the story of women's increased political representation in Mexico and explains how Mexico's path to more gender equitable representation should serve as a model for other countries. Read the article here.

- Candace Rondeaux, SPGS professor of practice and senior fellow at the ASU Center on the Future of War, published an article in the Washington Post titled "There's momentum for peace in Afghanistan. Here's how to use it."

Untangling the knots of a complex world

ASU alumna Sarah Lords’ path to choosing global studies as a degree can be traced back to her parents. See how her passion to address real-world refugee issues was driven by her own experience coming to the US from Bulgaria.

Read more.
Lisa-Mari Centeno graduated with her Ph.D. in political science from ASU in 2003. She has made an impact as a professor at Adams State University in Colorado, which is designated as a Hispanic Serving Institution. Centeno was kind enough to share some takeaways from her career in academia thus far.

**ASU alumna shares career insights**

Lisa-Mari Centeno graduated with her Ph.D. in political science from ASU in 2003. She has made an impact as a professor at Adams State University in Colorado, which is designated as a Hispanic Serving Institution. Centeno was kind enough to share some takeaways from her career in academia thus far.
Government leaders in Greece and the Republic of Macedonia have agreed on a resolution to their long-standing dispute over naming rights, striking a deal that will allow both countries use of the name "Macedonia."

Melikian Center: Russian, Eurasian & East European Studies director and SPGS professor, Keith Brown says the diplomatic process itself is a victory, but the agreement still faces some hurdles.